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Abstract: Rapidly declining response rates and the associated threat of nonresponse bias call into question the validity of data obtained through telephone surveys, a tool often used in evaluation. This article explores changes in nonresponse bias over time by examining three data points (1991, 1996, and 2002) from an annual household telephone survey conducted by the University of Alberta’s Population Research Lab. Results demonstrate a substantial decline in response rates accompanied by an increasing level of bias in variables related to respondent education. Implications of these results are investigated through regression analyses and suggest that declining representation of individuals with less education could significantly impact a variety of survey variables, thus creating opportunity for opinions of the more educated to become more heavily weighted in evaluation results. In turn, such results could be used to inform government policies and programs in ways that advantage the educated middle class.

Résumé : Des taux de réponse diminuant rapidement et la menace afférente de biais dû à la non réponse mettent en doute la validité des données obtenues par l’intermédiaire d’enquêtes téléphoniques, un outil souvent utilisé en matière d’évaluation. Cet article analyse les changements observés dans le biais dû à la non réponse au fil du temps en examinant les données à trois points dans le temps (1991, 1996, et 2002) d’une enquête téléphonique annuelle auprès des ménages menée par le laboratoire de recherche sur la population (Population Research Lab) de l’Université de l’Alberta. Les résultats démontrent une baisse importante des taux de réponse accompagné d’un niveau croissant de biais dans les variables associées à la scolarité des répondants. Les répercussions de ces résultats sont étudiées par l’intermédiaire d’analyses de régression et suggèrent qu’une représentation décroissante de répondants ayant une scolarité inférieure pourrait avoir un impact significatif sur différentes variables d’enquête, permettant ainsi aux opinions des répondants plus instruits d’occuper
INTRODUCTION

For decades surveys have been used extensively by evaluators, and in years past greater use of this method has been encouraged (see, for example, Henry, 1996). Indeed, the survey as a research and evaluation method has become firmly entrenched in contemporary society. Thus, the quality of data obtained through surveys is an important consideration, and concern, for today’s evaluators. In order for surveys to provide high quality data, and thus enable the users of evaluations to make good decisions, they must be representative of the population of interest. At a time when survey response rates are on the decline (see, for example, Curtin, Presser, & Singer, 2005; de Leeuw & de Heer, 2002; Dillman et al., 2009; Groves & Couper, 1998; Groves, Dillman, Eltinge, & Little, 2002; O’Rourke et al., 1998; Steeh, Kirgis, Cannon, & DeWitt, 2001), the degree to which nonresponse rates lead to nonresponse bias and, as a result, negatively impact the representativeness of data obtained is an issue of key importance. Evaluators must be aware of the challenges associated with low response rates and remain sensitive to the potential impact on integrity of results.

The impact of nonresponse rates on nonresponse bias is an area that has received much attention in the survey research literature (see Curtin, Presser, & Singer, 2000; Groves, 2006; Groves et al., 2006; Groves & Peytcheva, 2008; Keeter, Miller, Kohut, Groves, & Presser, 2000; Merkle & Edelman, 2002; Novo, Hammarström, & Janlert, 1999; Voogt & Van Kempen, 2002). However, what has received less attention is the manner in which the nonresponse bias affecting particular survey items changes over time as survey response rates decline, particularly in a Canadian context (see Keeter, Kennedy, Dimock, Best, & Craighill, 2006, for an examination of the issue in the American context). Moreover, the implications of such trends for evaluators have not yet been fully explored.

This article brings to light the potential impact of rising nonresponse on survey variables, and implications for evaluators, through a critical examination of change over time in (a) response rates and (b) the degree to which nonresponse bias affects five sociodemographic vari-
ables commonly considered important in program evaluations (age, marital status, total years of schooling, highest level of education, and individual income). The study employs data from three points in time (1991, 1996, and 2002) collected through the Alberta Survey, an annual random-digit-dialed (RDD) household telephone survey administered by the Population Research Lab at the University of Alberta, Canada. In doing so, this article addresses several gaps in the literature as well as areas of important concern for those using telephone surveys as an evaluation method.

The first contribution made by this article relates to the dearth of studies on household survey nonresponse employing non-governmental Canadian survey data as a primary data source. Currently, the majority of studies on the topic are based on American data or, to a lesser extent, on data from European countries (see Novo et al., 1999; Voogt & Van Kempen, 2002, for examples of the latter). However, previous research suggests that there may be national differences in response rates, thereby supporting the need for Canadian-based research on survey nonresponse (see, e.g., de Heer, 1999; de Leeuw & de Heer, 2002; Goyder, 1985). The research that does employ at least some Canadian data is based largely on government surveys (see de Heer, 1999; Groves & Couper, 1998; Smith, 1995), which tend to achieve a higher response rate than do surveys conducted by universities and private survey research firms (de Heer, 1999; Groves & Couper, 1998)—organizational types that often undertake evaluative activities—thereby limiting the generalizability of such work (Smith, 1995). The current study begins to bridge this gap by analyzing the issue of nonresponse through the use of data obtained in an Alberta-based telephone survey conducted by a university research lab.

Second, this research measures changes in both the magnitude and the direction of nonresponse bias over time across a variety of dimensions. Rather than focusing on the bias present in a survey at a single point in time, this study extends such an analysis to obtain a more longitudinal picture of how nonresponse bias has changed from 1991 to 2002 in the Alberta Survey.

Finally, this study attempts to demonstrate the significant research, evaluation, and policy implications of nonresponse bias through examining the relationships between the sociodemographic variables under analysis and a wide range of topic areas. In doing so, the study highlights the practical implications of nonresponse for survey areas that may be of interest to evaluators, as well as those that are
pertinent in matters of policy and public discourse. Moreover, the discussion explores possible ways in which evaluators can address, or lessen the impact of, nonresponse bias and examines current societal trends impacting the role of the RDD household telephone survey.

METHOD

The Alberta Survey

The research presented in this article was conducted using data obtained from the Alberta Survey, an annual omnibus household telephone survey administered since 1987 by the Population Research Laboratory housed within the University of Alberta. The Alberta Survey is a survey of Alberta adults (over 18 years of age) where households are selected through random digit dialing. The survey includes research questions that interrogate a wide range of issues related to public policy, although the specific subject matter of the survey varies from year to year.

Each year approximately 1,200 Alberta adults are included in the sample—400 from each of three geographic areas: Edmonton, Calgary, and other Alberta. Attempts are made to interview one respondent from within each household, and sampling quotas are implemented on the basis of geographic region (as outlined above) and gender (50% males, 50% females).

The minimum number of callback attempts to each household varied from 10 to 15 over the time period examined. Interviews were typically administered from 9:00 a.m to 9:00 p.m. weekdays, and during shorter time blocks on Saturdays and Sundays. Each year data collection occurred over a roughly two-month period, typically between February and May, although from 1997 to 2002 the time of administration shifted to between October and February.

Calculating Call Disposition Rates

Response rates to the Alberta Survey were calculated by dividing the number of completed interviews by the number of eligible households interviewers attempted to contact (telephone numbers that are non-residential or not in service are considered ineligible). This method corresponds to that defined in the American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR) Standard Definitions as “Response Rate
Refusal, noncontact, and other nonresponse rates were calculated by dividing the call disposition under analysis (i.e., refusal, noncontact, or other nonresponse) by the number of eligible households where contact was attempted.

Measurement of Nonresponse Bias

To investigate the extent to which particular survey items were affected by nonresponse bias, a three-part analysis process was employed.

1. Comparison of Alberta Survey Data with Canadian Census Data

First, the distributions of five sociodemographic variables from the Alberta Survey were compared with Canadian census data, including age, marital status, total years of schooling, highest level of education, and individual income. Comparisons were drawn for the years 1991, 1996, and 2002 to correspond with Canadian census years (at the time of initial research, 2006 census data were not available). Comparisons were made using data for individuals over 18 years of age residing in the province of Alberta to ensure correspondence of the sampling frames for the two data sets.

2. Calculation of the Index of Dissimilarity

Following comparison of Alberta Survey and census data, the index of dissimilarity (ID) was calculated for each of the five sociodemographic variables under analysis. The ID has been used as a measure of the difference between two age distributions (Hobbs, 2004, p. 157), a use that is replicated in this study and extended to the other four background variables analyzed.

The index of dissimilarity can be interpreted as the proportion of cases in one group that would have to be moved to other categories to make two distributions identical (Agresti, 2002). For example, if the age distributions of two groups, X and Y, are being compared and the ID is equal to 7%, then 7% of the cases in group X would have to be relocated to other age categories in order to make the distributions of X and Y equivalent. The greater the proportion of cases that must be relocated, the less alike the two distributions are. Therefore, in this study, smaller values of the ID are more desirable as they indicate more representative data (i.e., a higher degree of similarity between population and survey data). (For more information on the ID see Kuha & Firth, 2005; McKibben & Faust, 2004.)
The index of dissimilarity is calculated for age, marital status, highest level of education, total years of schooling, and individual income for the years 1991, 1996, and 2002. In addition, the ID is calculated for the variable age for the year 2005, comparing Alberta Survey data with postcensal estimates (obtained from Statistics Canada, 2006a).

Note that while this approach provides an estimate of the nonresponse bias present along a number of demographic variables, it does not allow one to control for the influence of other types of survey error, such as measurement error, which could potentially impact these variables. Measurement error occurs when there is a discrepancy between the true value of a variable and the value obtained through data collection. One type of measurement error can occur when there is a desire by respondents to provide answers that they feel would be viewed positively by others as opposed to answering survey questions truthfully, thereby resulting in social desirability bias.

Although both sources of demographic variables used here (Alberta Survey and census data) are self-reported, it is possible that the former could be impacted more by social desirability bias as a result of the mode of data collection used. Specifically, while Alberta Survey data were gathered through telephone interviews, census data are collected through self-administered questionnaires, and research has demonstrated that self-administered modes of data collection produce less social desirability effects than do interviewer-administered modes (see, for example, Kreuter, Presser, & Tourangeau, 2008; Presser & Stinson, 1998; Richman, Kiesler, Weisband, & Drasgow, 1999; Tourangeau & Yan, 2007).

However, evidence also suggests that the impact of social desirability becomes more pronounced as the perceived sensitivity of the topic increases (Catania, Gibson, Chitwood, & Coates, 1990). Thus, social desirability effects on the demographic variables investigated in this study are likely less than may be the case for topics perceived as more sensitive such as drinking, alcohol abuse, and views on abortion or gay rights, for example. Nonetheless, it is important to keep this potentially confounding bias in mind when interpreting results of this study; as such, there is further discussion of the issue in the Results section.

3. Ordinary Least Squares Regression

Another limitation of the ID is that direct comparison between survey and population data is only possible for variables that are measured
in both data sets. Thus, it is only possible to calculate the index of
dissimilarity for a limited selection of sociodemographic variables.
To extend the index of dissimilarity analyses to items representing a
broader range of topics, ordinary least squares (OLS) regression was
employed to regress a variety of attitudinal and behavioural items
on sociodemographic variables. These regressions were conducted
to explore the relationships between sociodemographic variables
and respondent attitudes and behaviours while controlling for other
there are sufficiently strong relationships between auxiliary variables
and target variables, ... conclusions with respect to a possible bias
carry over to the target variables.”

A total of 18 regression analyses were conducted with a wide range
of attitude/behaviour items as the dependent variables, chosen to
represent a wide range of topics that could serve as variables of
interest in evaluations. Topics investigated are summarized in the
Results section in Table 2.

Eight control variables were used across the regression analyses: sex,
age, total years of schooling, marital status, whether the respondent
lived in an urban or rural location, number of people in the household, whether the respondent owned or rented a home, and individual
income.

RESULTS

Trends in Alberta Survey Call Disposition Rates

Trends in response rates as well as in refusal, noncontact, and other
nonresponse rates were examined for the Alberta Survey from 1991
to 2007. The other nonresponse rate includes nonresponse due to
circumstances such as language barriers and physical illness or dis-
ability. The trends for these four call disposition rates are summarized
in Figure 1.

Figure 1 clearly demonstrates a decline in response rates, particularly
since the mid-1990s, mirrored by a rise in both refusals and noncon-
tacts. The Alberta Survey response rate dropped from 74% in 1991 to
only 23% in 2007—a substantial decline of 51%. Refusal rates more
than doubled over the same time period, beginning at 16% in 1991
and rising to 37% by 2007. Noncontact rates experienced an even
greater increase, starting at only 5% in 1991 and jumping to 37% in
2007. On the other hand, the other nonresponse rate remained fairly consistent from 1991 to 2007.

Figure 1 indicates that refusal rates have been increasing fairly steadily over time despite several isolated years where a slight drop occurred (e.g., 1994–1995 and 2000). The sharpest increase in refusals occurred from 2000 to 2003. While the trend for noncontact rates also shows a substantial increase over time, the trend is of a slightly different form than is the case for refusals. Specifically, while refusal rates show an overall steady increase from 1991 to 2005 followed by a levelling off, noncontact rates remain relatively stable in the period from 1991 to 1996. It is from 1996 onwards that noncontact rates begin the steep ascent that continues to the present, despite a slight drop in 2003. The other nonresponse rate does not display any overall trend for the time period examined and accounts for a very small proportion of total nonresponse.

Alberta Survey Sampling Reports from 1991 to 2007 (Population Research Laboratory, 1991–2007) were reviewed to determine if changes in response rates could be accounted for, at least in part, by changes in data collection methods. Variation in the number of callback attempts, time of year of survey administration, length of
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data collection period, and mean interview time were examined. The review of the Sampling Reports revealed that Alberta Survey methods did undergo some minor changes; however, none were able to account for the consistent reduction in response rates or the rise in refusals and noncontacts observed (see Roeske, 2007, for more detail). Thus, there are other causes independent of the survey itself resulting in the trends observed in call disposition rates.

Index of Dissimilarity Analyses: Investigating Changes in the Magnitude and Direction of Nonresponse Bias Present in Alberta Survey Data

Index of dissimilarity scores were calculated for reported age, marital status, highest level of education, total years of schooling, and individual income for the years 1991, 1996, and 2002. The results of these calculations pertain to the magnitude of nonresponse bias present in the variables analyzed and how it changes over time, and are summarized in Figure 2.

Figure 2 reveals that the index of dissimilarity scores for the two education variables—highest level of education and total years of
schooling—are consistently higher than the indices for the other variables examined and increase steadily from 1991 to 2002. The index of dissimilarity for highest level of education rises from 10% in 1991 to 18% by 2002, an increase of 8%. For total years of schooling the ID reaches 22% by 2002, the highest value attained among all the variables examined and an increase of 9% from 1991 levels. The overall steady rise in index of dissimilarity scores for these two variables suggests that Alberta Survey data are becoming, over time, less representative of the actual level of education held by Albertans.

While ID scores for individual income are lower than those for either of the education variables, the scores do reveal an overall increase from 1991 to 2002. The ID for individual income increases by 7% over the 11-year period, beginning at 5% in 1991 and reaching 12% by 2002. This trend indicates that, as is the case for education, Alberta Survey data are becoming increasingly unrepresentative of the Alberta population along the dimension of individual income.

The ID scores for age and marital status are the lowest among the five variables analyzed. Moreover, unlike the previous variables examined, Figure 2 demonstrates that trends in ID scores for these two variables do not indicate an overall upward or downward pattern in the time period examined. Thus, these analyses suggest that there is less bias present in either marital status or age than is the case for highest level of education, total years of schooling, and individual income.

Discussion of index of dissimilarity scores has thus far focused on changes in the magnitude of nonresponse bias present in the five variables analyzed. However, in order to determine the manner in which bias is impacting Alberta Survey results it is necessary to determine the direction of bias. To do so, the proportion of cases in each category for the three variables demonstrating the greatest potential for bias based on the ID were compared with Canadian census data for all Alberta (Difference = Alberta Survey proportion – Canadian census proportion). A negative value indicates that the category is underrepresented in the Alberta Survey and a positive value that it is overrepresented. The results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 reveals that, overall, individuals with the lowest reported levels of education are becoming increasingly underrepresented in the Alberta Survey while those with higher reported levels of education are increasingly overrepresented. These results suggest that, over time, Alberta Survey data have become progressively less representa-
tive of the actual level of education of the Alberta population and progressively more biased toward individuals with more schooling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>-9.9%</td>
<td>-13.8%</td>
<td>-14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school graduate</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some non-university</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>-3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some university</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Years of Schooling</th>
<th>1991</th>
<th>1996</th>
<th>2002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 9 years</td>
<td>-2.8%</td>
<td>-3.8%</td>
<td>-4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9–12 years</td>
<td>-9.5%</td>
<td>-14.4%</td>
<td>-17.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13–17 years</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 or more years</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; $16,000</td>
<td>-5.3%</td>
<td>-10.9%</td>
<td>-9.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$16,000–25,999</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$26,000–35,999</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$36,000–45,999</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$46,000–54,999</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$55,000–64,999</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$65,000–74,999</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75,000–84,999</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$85,000–99,999</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000+</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) Differences were calculated as (Alberta Survey proportion) – (Canadian census proportion).

While the differences between individual categories are much smaller than is the case for the two education variables, a similar trend emerges when individual income is examined. Specifically, Table 1 demonstrates that those with the lowest reported income are under-represented in Alberta Survey data while those with average and high levels of reported income are overrepresented. Given the findings for the two variables related to education, the trend apparent for individual income is not surprising as, in general, those with more education also tend to have a higher income.
The index of dissimilarity results lend themselves to two possible explanations: either those with higher levels of education and income are overrepresented in the data set (nonresponse bias), or respondents are increasingly reporting higher levels of education and income than they actually possess (social desirability bias). While both respondent education and income could be impacted by social desirability bias, income is typically viewed as more sensitive than level of education and thus one would expect greater misreporting by respondents along this variable (see, for example, Tourangeau & Yan, 2007). However, results demonstrate a greater discrepancy between Alberta Survey and census data for respondent education, suggesting at least some level of nonresponse bias present in the data. Overall, it seems that Alberta Survey data are becoming more biased towards those with a higher income as well as toward those with a higher level of education.

Regression Results: Relationships of Sociodemographic Variables and Measures of Behaviour and Attitude

Ordinary least squares regression was used to determine the relationship between the 5 sociodemographic variables analyzed and 18 attitude and behaviour items falling into four broad categories: health issues, social issues, environmental issues, and crime- and surveillance-related issues. The control variables used across all 18 regressions were sex, age, total years of schooling, marital status, whether the respondent lived in an urban or rural location, number of people in the household, whether the respondent owned or rented a home, and individual income. Total years of schooling demonstrated the greatest number of significant associations (10) followed by age (9) and sex (8). The urban/rural variable demonstrated 6 significant associations, household size and income 3, and marital status and home ownership each displayed only 1 significant association across all 18 regression analyses. The beta values, standard errors, and levels of significance for the 4 control variables where 5 or more significant associations were observed across the regression analyses (i.e., were significantly related to at least 25% of the dependent variables investigated) are presented in Table 2.

The results from the regression analyses indicate that total years of schooling, age, and sex are significantly associated with the greatest number of dependent variables across a wide range of topics (see Table 2). Thus, any bias present in these three demographic variables also has the greatest potential to impact data related to the widest range of attitude and behaviour items. When considered in
conjunction with results from the index of dissimilarity analyses, particularly those related to total years of schooling, these findings are of significant consequence. The index of dissimilarity calculations revealed not only that Alberta Survey data were biased toward those with more schooling, but that data were becoming less representative of the actual distribution of Albertans’ level of education over time. Results of the regression analyses suggest that the bias present in total years of schooling, which is already high and experiencing a steady upward climb, has the potential to influence more attitude and behaviour items than is the case for any of the other sociodemographic variables investigated. Thus, it is likely that the 10 variables for which total years of schooling is significantly related are biased, at least to some degree.

Age was significantly related to 50% of the dependent variables analyzed while sex was related to 44%, and each had at least one significant effect in all four attitude/behaviour categories included in the regressions. These results suggest that any bias present in the variables sex and age is likely to impact a wide range of other variables as well, thereby negatively affecting the representativeness of results. While it was impossible to examine the degree of bias in the variable sex based on Alberta Survey data due to the use of a quota sample, some research does suggest that sex, or gender, may be a correlate of nonresponse, thereby opening up space for bias to enter into survey results (see Goyder, 1987; Groves & Couper, 1998; Smith, 1983).

Index of dissimilarity analyses indicated that there was no clear trend for age in terms of representativeness of the Alberta population. However, results did suggest that age may become more biased over time if the trend observed from 2002 to 2005 continues. Given that age is significantly related to a wide range of variables (see Table 2), there is potential for bias in this variable to have a substantial impact. Therefore, the representativeness of survey data along the dimension age should be closely monitored in future years.

DISCUSSION

Implications for Evaluators

The analyses presented here have significant implications for evaluators. Results of this study show that response rates to the Alberta Survey are indeed rapidly declining, with a more pronounced decline in later years. A steady rise in refusals and a more recent increase
Table 2
Beta Values, Standard Errors, and Significance Levels for Total Years of Schooling, Sex, Age, and Urban or Rural Residence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Sex (male = 1; female = 0)</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Years of Schooling</th>
<th>Urban/Rural (urban = 1; rural = 0)</th>
<th>R²a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B  SE B  β</td>
<td>B  SE B  β</td>
<td>B  SE B  β</td>
<td>B  SE B  β</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term care regulation</td>
<td>.25** .08 .11**</td>
<td>-.00 .00 -.02</td>
<td>-.01 .01 -.02</td>
<td>-.21* .08 -.09*</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term care subsidies</td>
<td>.27** .10 .10**</td>
<td>.00 .00 .03</td>
<td>-.00 .02 -.00</td>
<td>-.09 .10 -.03</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td>.00 .08 .00</td>
<td>-.01** .00 -.15**</td>
<td>.04** .01 .10**</td>
<td>.16 .09 .06</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding for public education</td>
<td>-.22 .13 -.06</td>
<td>-.01 .00 -.06</td>
<td>.08** .02 .13**</td>
<td>.13 .13 .04</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health of democracy</td>
<td>.14 .08 .06</td>
<td>.00 .00 .05</td>
<td>-.02 .01 -.04</td>
<td>.02 .08 .01</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of big business</td>
<td>-.04 .06 -.02</td>
<td>.00 .00 .03</td>
<td>.03** .01 .12**</td>
<td>-.03 .07 -.02</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government hides information</td>
<td>-.13 .09 -.06</td>
<td>.01* .00 .09*</td>
<td>.01 .01 .02</td>
<td>-.03 .09 -.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for US war on terrorism</td>
<td>.35** .10 .12**</td>
<td>.01** .00 .12**</td>
<td>-.06** .02 -.13**</td>
<td>-.24* .11 -.07*</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to immigrants after Sept. 11, 2001</td>
<td>.11 .09 .04</td>
<td>-.01 .00 -.06</td>
<td>.06** .01 .14**</td>
<td>.48** .10 .16**</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare recipients</td>
<td>.29* .12 .08*</td>
<td>-.02** .00 -.13**</td>
<td>-.12** .02 -.20**</td>
<td>-.16 .13 -.04</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same-sex marriages</td>
<td>-.53** .11 -.16**</td>
<td>-.03** .00 -.27**</td>
<td>.09** .02 .17**</td>
<td>.47** .11 .13**</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1: Regression Analysis Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Sex (male = 1; female = 0) B</th>
<th>SE B</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>Age B</th>
<th>SE B</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>Years of Schooling B</th>
<th>SE B</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>Urban/Rural (urban = 1; rural = 0) B</th>
<th>SE B</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>R²a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health of</td>
<td>.18** .07  .10**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environment in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of</td>
<td>.14  .08  .07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environmentalists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protected areas</td>
<td>-.10* .05  -.07*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks from</td>
<td>-.09  .07  -.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drinking tap water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime-related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for video</td>
<td>-.40** .10  -.14**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surveillance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern with</td>
<td>-.15  .09  -.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new surveillance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technologies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood</td>
<td>-.11  .10  -.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total # of</td>
<td>8  8  9  9  10  10  6  6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>significant effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aAdjusted R²  
*p < .05  **p < .01
in noncontacts appear to be the primary culprits for falling response rates. However, rising refusal rates are also a concern of private survey research firms (see Allen, 2001). As evaluators, it is important to recognize that while response rates to surveys administered by university-affiliated organizations are much lower than those administered by government, response rates to surveys administered by private-sector organizations are, in some cases, experiencing even greater difficulties. For example, drawing on information from the Council for Marketing and Opinion Research (CMOR), Steeh et al. (2001, p. 228) state that response rates to RDD commercial telephone surveys average around 12%. Note that this article was published a number of years ago, and it is likely that average response rates have declined even further since that time. Such low response rates could significantly impact the integrity of data obtained.

However, it is not the response rate itself that is inherently problematic, but rather the implications of declining response rates. Specifically, as response rates to the Alberta Survey have been falling, index of dissimilarity scores, representing (at least in part) nonresponse bias, have been increasing. Of the variables examined in this study, education and individual income appear to be impacted most by nonresponse bias and thus provide the greatest cause for concern. Moreover, the bias present in these two dimensions is growing over time, rendering Alberta Survey data increasingly biased toward individuals with higher levels of both education and income.

Finding such an education bias is not unique to this research. A recent study examining nonresponse errors occurring across a number of survey modes (mail, telephone, interactive voice response, and the Internet) found that respondents were in all cases significantly more likely to have higher levels of education than were nonrespondents (Dillman et al., 2009). Researchers in this study were able to obtain demographic characteristics for all members of the population and as such were not relying on reported levels of education, meaning that this difference cannot be attributed to social desirability bias. In another study, Keeter et al. (2006, p. 764) found that respondents to a survey conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2003 were also more likely to have completed high school and more likely to have a college degree when compared to the adult population of the United States, further supporting the finding of an education bias. Thus, evaluators should pay particular attention to the distribution of respondents’ level of education and maintain sensitivity to possible bias in this and related variables.
The education bias is particularly disconcerting as level of education is significantly associated with a wide range of attitudes related to health, social, environmental, and crime- and surveillance-related issues. Overrepresentation of individuals with higher levels of education could lead to biased results for a wide range of topics, thereby undermining the very purpose of a random sample survey, that is, to accurately represent the views of the population sampled. As many evaluations are targeted at determining impact of government policy and program initiatives, what may be measured most is impact on the educated middle class. In turn, it is possible that household telephone survey results could help inform government policies and programs in ways that advantage, or have the most positive impact on, the educated middle class.

Addressing the Problem

While nonresponse bias poses a potentially significant problem for evaluators, steps can be taken to reduce its impact at two stages of an evaluation: data collection and data analysis. When considering data collection, results of this study can be used to inform a sampling design to account for the overrepresentation of individuals with higher levels of reported education. Specifically, adopting a stratified random sampling approach would allow evaluators to ensure that the sample is representative of the population in terms of educational attainment. Stratification is an effective method to ensure that the distribution of a sample is representative of the population along a variable of interest, such as level of education (Fowler, 2002). Stratification is particularly useful when one suspects that a simple random sample may not accurately represent the population of interest along a variable that is important to the study, and thus provides one relatively simple method to minimize some of the effects of nonresponse bias. The relative size of each stratum (i.e., level of educational attainment) could be determined by examining census data for the population of interest.

As it is almost certain that nonresponse will be a component of all surveys regardless of sampling design, post-survey adjustment is a popular method of minimizing the effects of nonresponse bias at the data analysis stage. Post-survey adjustment generally includes methods such as weighting the data (including poststratification), imputation, or modelling nonresponse (Groves, Cialdini, & Couper, 1992; Weisberg, 2005). While the difficulty of both assessing and subsequently correcting for the “negative effects of nonresponse” is
emphasized by Bethlehem (2002, p. 287), weighting adjustments, such as poststratification, are often viewed as providing greater accuracy to survey estimates. Gelman and Carlin (2002, p. 291) state that “considerable gains can be made by poststratifying on variables that are predictive of survey outcomes.”

However, there are limitations to post-survey adjustment techniques. For example, in their study of nonresponse bias in the Dutch national election, Voogt and Van Kempen (2002) found that bias in political and voting behaviours of respondents was larger than bias in background variables, meaning that there was not a clear relationship between demographic variables and the key variables of interest (political and voting behaviours). Hence, weighting the data based on demographic information would not correct for the bias in the results. In order for post-survey statistical adjustments such as weighting to be effective in reducing bias, the weighting variables must be predictive of, or related to, key variables of interest (see Gelman & Carlin, 2002; Weisberg, 2005).

Thus, while in many cases post-survey adjustment enables a reduction of the discrepancies between particular survey estimates and population values, it is not without flaws or limitations. Nonetheless, such adjustment is perhaps the best method currently available to evaluators attempting to minimize the effects of nonresponse bias in their data sets and can be effective, particularly if the degree to which background variables are related to key variables of interest is considered prior to adjustment.

Considering the Future of the RDD Telephone Survey

The overrepresentation of those with higher levels of education and/or income in survey data is fundamentally at odds with the purpose of evaluation and the RDD telephone survey, both of which aim to collect data that are representative of the characteristics and opinions of the population of interest. Data are to transcend the boundaries of class through equal representation of all individuals within the population, at least to the greatest extent possible when possession of a landline telephone is a requirement for survey participation. Whatever the reason for the overrepresentation of those with higher levels of education in household telephone surveys, it is a trend that should provide much cause for concern among evaluators who use this method in their work. The goal of obtaining representative data is still at the heart of survey research, but the degree to which this goal is being
achieved may be declining over time and creating a situation where the weight of the opinions of those with less education is diminished.

There are other current trends that challenge the efficacy of the RDD telephone survey as a research tool, a primary one being the growth of cellphone-only households. This trend serves to exclude an expanding proportion of the population from random-digit-dialed sampling frames, thereby opening up space for coverage bias to impact survey results (Brick, Dipko, Presser, Tucker, & Yuan, 2006; Singer, 2006). Specifically, there is evidence to suggest that there are differences between cellphone-only households and other households. Canadians who rely solely on cellphones tend to be lower-income and live in large urban centres (Statistics Canada, 2006b). American studies indicate that individuals who are lower-income, younger, renting, and living alone or single are more likely to opt for a cellphone instead of a landline (see Blumberg, Luke, & Cynamon, 2006; de Leeuw, Lepkowski, & Kim, 2002; Keeter, 2006; Pew Research Center, 2006). These demographic differences have the potential to produce biased results for survey items with which they are correlated, particularly if the proportion of cellphone-only households continues to grow.

Trends such as this, coupled with the results of this study, suggest that telephone survey research does not have an easy road ahead. One may even ask the question of whether we are witnessing the end of an era, so to speak, where the relevance and validity of the RDD telephone survey as an evaluation tool is diminished. While perhaps overly dramatic in nature, this question is certainly pertinent today, particularly in the context of the current study. Despite the somewhat sobering results of this study, it is difficult to provide either a clearly positive or clearly negative response to the question posed. The challenges telephone survey researchers are facing today may be different in form and/or degree than those faced in the past, but that is not to say there is no hope of contending with them.

In fact, new obstacles and challenges are often a driving force behind innovation, and thus should not be viewed in a purely negative light. Rather, they provide opportunity for change and growth. As Cliff Zukin, recent president of AAPOR, states, “we need to innovate and adapt so as to continue to be relevant” (Zukin, 2006, p. 432). To contend with the challenges posed by declining response rates, evaluators relying on this research method must display flexibility and creativity while maintaining a commitment to rigorous methods and designs. This is, to say the least, a tall order.
In light of the widespread and rapid decline of response rates to telephone surveys, what may be required is a reconsideration of research design to both increase response rates and lessen the degree of potential non-coverage of the population. For example, declining response rates have already resulted in increased use of mixed mode designs (Dillman & Christian, 2005). These designs may employ a variety of mediums to achieve survey response, such as the telephone, mail, and increasingly, the Internet. However, while mixed mode research designs provide an alternative to the telephone-only survey method, they do have their own set of challenges of which evaluators should be aware. For example, mode effects and the issue of cognitive equivalence of survey items can pose challenges in mixed mode surveys (see, for example, Cobben, Schouten, & Bethlehem, 2006; Dillman & Christian, 2005; Dillman et al., 2009). In addition, recent studies have found that telephone survey methods actually result in higher response rates than do other methods such as interactive voice recognition (IVR) and Internet surveys (Dillman et al., 2009; Kreuter et al., 2008). One study found that while switching to a second mode was effective in improving response rate, it did not necessarily reduce non-response error based on demographics, such as respondent education (Dillman et al., 2009). Thus, while the prevalence of mixed mode and alternative modes of surveying (such as online methods) will likely increase, evaluators should recognize that it is unlikely that such changes will address the problem of nonresponse bias discussed here.

While there is no clear solution to the challenges faced by evaluators relying on telephone surveys, what is clear is that the status quo is, in many cases, declining in effectiveness. As current trends continue and response rates remain at a very low level, the space for nonresponse bias to enter into survey results becomes ever wider and the threat to validity higher. Change and innovation of some form are required. At this point in time, the future of RDD household telephone surveys remains tenuous. This uncertain future is somewhat unsettling given the extent to which telephone survey data are currently collected and used for purposes ranging from planning and decision-making in both the private and public sectors (see Gandy, 2003; Herbst, 1993; Tourangeau, 2004), to the shaping of government communications strategies (Page, 2006), to scholarly research. Evaluators have a daunting but essential task ahead of them in attempting to address the response rate challenge threatening this widely popular research tool. Potential strategies, such as the use of stratified sampling designs and post-survey adjustment techniques, can help to minimize the impact of nonresponse bias, but a continued decline in response rates
coupled with other trends such as growing noncoverage will require both innovation and creativity on the part of evaluators relying on the results of RDD telephone surveys for their evaluations.
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NOTES

1. The Alberta Survey was not administered in 2001 and, therefore, Canadian census data from 2001 were compared with Alberta Survey data from 2002.

2. For the purposes of these analyses, “urban” was defined as city only, while towns and villages were included in the “rural” category.

3. In 2001 the Population Research Lab did not conduct the Alberta Survey. In 1995 and 1996 the Alberta Survey was conducted in three and two segments respectively, each consisting of approximately 1,200 respondents, due to the large number of questions submitted by researchers. Data from the first iteration of the Alberta Survey for both years were used for all analyses as time of year of survey administration corresponded most closely with that of previous Alberta Surveys.
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